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Just my style.
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Lend a stylish touch  
to your bedroom!

SIDE FURNITURE SYSTEM RANGE
SONATE side furniture – big and large all-rounders.
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The SONATE WARDROBE SYSTEM RANGE offers hinged door 
wardrobes in various sizes and designs as well as combinable 
revolving door wardrobes.

The SONATE BED SYSTEM RANGE features 
comfortable bed frames and bed feet, both either 
round or square.

Our extensive SONATE SIDE FURNITURE SYSTEM RANGE 
features matching bedside tables, sideboards with doors, 
drawers or a combination of both in a large range of designs 
and dimensions.

HINGED DOOR WARDROBES
SONATE hinged door wardrobes are available with 
five different front designs.

REVOLVING DOOR WARDROBES
The SONATE wardrobe system range consists of attractive 
revolving door wardrobes in two front designs. 
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BED RANGE
Here designs with bed frame in luxury height and 
comfortable height enhance the range.
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SONATE 
THE SYSTEM
WARDROBE
RANGE
Hinged door wardrobes in various dimensions and  
designs and combinable revolving door wardrobes.
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COMPACT INFO ABOUT HINGED DOOR WARDROBES WARDROBE SYSTEM RANGE

ADDITIONALLY FOR GLASS MIDDLE BANDS PESARO

alpine white 
glass matt

pearl grey 
glass matt

Sand glass
matt

sapphire 
glass matt

volcanic 
glass matt

crystal mirror
satin-finished

grey mirror
satin-finished

alpine white 
glass

pearl grey 
glass

sand glass sapphire 
glass 

volcanic glass crystal mirror

*centre door optionalFRONT GLASS PANELS COMO, LUCCA with silver-coloured trim lines

OPTIONAL 
ACCESSORIES

Panorama: 
You easily open the two 
middle doors at the 
same time to reveal the 
wardrobe's generous 
storage space.

* optionally as left door (for 2-door wardrobes)  
 and middle door/s (for 3-door/4-door wardrobes) 
 Optional crystal mirror

Interior Texline

alpine white 
glass 

pearl grey 
glass

sand glass sapphire 
glass

volcanic 
glass

crystal mirror

*Centre door optionalFRONT GLASS PANELS PRATO with black trim lines

SIZES DEPTH 68 CM, IN CM

2-door 3-door 4-door 4-door with Panorama element

Fineline Candleline Wing Darkline Switch Jetline Wideline Swingline

FRONT DESIGNS

COMO* PESARO ROMELUCCA* PRATO*

BODY DECORS

volcanopearl grey Sand sapphire oak grey

HANDLE RAILS AND 
DECORATIVE STRIPS

aluminium- 
coloured

chrome- 
coloured

black matt

FRONT GLASS PANELS AND MIRRORS PESARO, ROM

alpine white 
glass

pearl grey 
glass

Sand glass sapphire glass volcanic glass crystal mirror grey mirror

Decorative 
top without 
lighting

Decorative 
top with 
power LED

Illuminated 
glass rim

DECORATIVE TOPS & UNIVERSAL MOUNTS 

Universal 
mount without 
lighting

Universal 
mount narrow 
without lighting

Universal 
mount with 
power LED

Universal mounts 
narrow with surrounding 
LED light strip

white

LED LIGHTING

WIDTH

HEIGHT

 HINGED DOOR WARDROBES WARDROBE SYSTEM RANGE

A solution 
for every lifestyle.

1/COMO

5/ROM

2/LUCCA

Falling asleep and waking up happy in a  
nice atmosphere means different things  
to different people. Our large range of glass 
panels and mirrors, high-quality interior  
decor and accessories as well as energy-
efficient LED lighting help you express your 
personal living preferences.

MAKE YOUR CHOICE!

THE SONATE 
SLIDING DOOR  
WARDROBE RANGE

4/PRATO3/PESARO

1/ COMO 
Body decor volcanic, font sapphire glass  
with silver-coloured trim lines, handle  
rails in chrome incl. universal mount narrow  
with surrounding light strip. 

167 188 200 225 249 280 298 336 373 400 298 331 373 400

222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222

240 240 240 240 240 240 240 240 240 240 240 240 240
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Sophistica- 
ted visual  
appearance.

3/ 
Body decor white, front alpine white  
glass with silver-coloured trim lines /  
crystal mirror, chrome-coloured handle  
rails, Fineline lighting.

COMO

2/ 
Body decor volcano, front sapphire glass  
with silver-coloured trim lines, handle rails 
chrome-coloured. Fineline lighting.

Shapely and energy-efficient exterior  
LED lighting or a classy illuminated 
universal mount turn your SONATE hinged 
door wardrobe into a bedroom gem. 

1/
Body decor volcano, Front 
volcanic glass with silver-
coloured trim lines / crystal 
mirror, handle rails chrome-
coloured, LED lighting Wideline, 
bed frame angular, decor 
volcano in luxury height with 
feet round and strip decor 
black matt, upholstered head- 
board fabric lava, bedside 
table body decor volcano, 
front volcanic glass with 
chrome-coloured handles, 
bed lighting Omega.

 HINGED DOOR WARDROBES WARDROBE SYSTEM RANGE

Seven fine, silver trim lines 
structure the glazed surfaces 
of the front give the COMO 
front designs a fine, elegant 
visual appearance, also in 
larger sizes.
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 HINGED DOOR WARDROBES WARDROBE SYSTEM RANGE

Asymmetric 
is fabulous.
With its elegant, asymmetrical,  
silver-coloured trim lines the front  
version LUCCA creates charming  
visual suspense on the glass front.

Body decor sapphire,  
front pearl grey glass with  
silver-coloured trim lines,  
chrome-coloured handle  
rails, Fineline lighting.

1/

LUCCA

3/ 
Body decor volcano, front volcanic glass  
with silver-coloured trim lines / crystal mirror,  
chrome-coloured handle rails. Fineline lighting.

2/ 
Body decor volcano,  

front alpine white glass  
with silver-coloured  

trim lines / crystal mirror,  
chrome-coloured handle  
rails, Candleline lighting.

All SONATE wardrobes are equipped with the welcoming, high-quality interior design  
Texline. Extensive optional accessories, such as practical interior wardrobe dividers and 
drawer inserts or pull-out trouser racks help you design your hinged door wardrobe just  
the way you want to. 
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The wardrobe  
with a slim waist.

 HINGED DOOR WARDROBES WARDROBE SYSTEM RANGE

The front version PESARO can be  
identified by its slim, horizontal  
glass band below the middle of the  
wardrobe. The glass band emphasises  
the proportions and structures the  
wardrobe front.

PESARO

3/ 
Body decor sand, front sand glass,  

middle band sand glass matt, handle  
rails aluminium-coloured, decorative  

top with power LED in decor sand.

4/ 
Body decor white, front alpine 
white glass, middle band alpine 
white glass matt, handle rail and 
decorative strips chrome-coloured, 
universal mount narrow in 
decor white.

2/ 
Body decor volcano, front 

Volcanic glass, middle band 
Volcanic glass matt, handle rails  

and decorative strips chrome- 
coloured, Universal mount narrow  

in decor volcano.

1/
Body decor pearl grey,  
front pearl grey glass, middle  
band pearl grey glass matt,  
handle rails and decorative  
strips aluminium-coloured,  
LED lighting Jetline.
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 HINGED DOOR WARDROBES WARDROBE SYSTEM RANGE

2/ 
Innenausstattung Beispiel:  

2 Fachböden, Kleider- 
stange mit LED-Lichtleiste,  

2er Schubkasteneinsatz  
mit Griffen und Softeinzug.

PRATO

4/ 
Interior design example:  
4 shelves and 1 pull-out shelf.

3/ 
Body decor oak grey, front volcanic glass  
with black trim lines / crystal mirror, handle 
rails black matt, universal mount narrow  
in decor oak grey with surrounding LED 
light strip, bed frame angular decor oak grey 
comfortable height with feet angular and 
wooden headboard decor oak grey, bedside 
table body decor oak grey, front volcanic  
glass with handles black matt.

1/
Body decor pearl grey, front pearl 
grey glass with black trim lines, 
handle rails black matt, illuminated 
glass rim, bed frame round decor 
pearl grey in luxury height with feet 
round and strip decor black matt, 
upholstered headboard fabric lava, 
bedside table body decor pearl 
grey, front pearl grey glass with 
handle rails black matt.

Black creates a cool and modern 
look. The twelve black decorative 
strips are arranged horizontally  
in pairs and create special high- 
lights on the fronts. In combination  
with the popular crystal mirror, 
PRATO becomes an elegant 
highlight in the room. 

Elegant 
highlights 
in black.
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A classic.
The front design ROME 
impresses with beautiful 
and simple glass fronts. 
The combination with 
a middle door in crystal  
mirror underlines the  
relaxed look of this hinged 
door wardrobe.

Body decor sand, front sand glass, handle rails 
and decorative strips aluminium-coloured, LED 
lighting Wing, bed frame angular decor sand in 
comfortable height with feet round decor sand, 
upholstered headboard fabric lava, bedside 
table with 2 drawers, body decor sand, front 
sand glass with handles aluminium-coloured.

2/ 
Body decor white, front alpine white  
glass / crystal mirror, handle rails and 
decorative strips aluminium-coloured,  
LED lighting Fineline.

1/

3/ 
Body decor volcano, front sapphire  
glass / crystal mirror, handle rails and  
decorative strips chrome-coloured,  
universal mount narrow in decor volcano  
with surrounding LED light strip.

PANORAMA

The PANORAMA element developed for  
4-door hinged door wardrobes in the widths  
298 cm, 331 cm, 373 cm and 400 cm is a true 
highlight. The doors open at the same time  
for maximum convenience. The two central 
wardrobe doors open gracefully in sync to  
reveal the generous storage space within.  
Choose between two practical internal dividers. 
FOR MORE go to page 18/19.

 HINGED DOOR WARDROBES WARDROBE SYSTEM RANGE

ROME
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ACCESSORIES DECOR TEXLINE
FOR HINGED DOOR AND REVOLVING DOOR WARDROBES

For internal dividers and separate accessories for revolving door wardrobes go to page 25

The maximum load of a drawer is 10 kg, of the shelf is 20 kg and of a clothes rail is 40 kg

INTERNAL DIVIDER HINGED DOOR WARDROBES WARDROBE SYSTEM RANGE

For internal dividers and separate accessories for revolving door wardrobes go to page 25

1/ Closing and opening dampers for outer doors
2/ Soft stop for centre door(s) 
3/ 2-part or 3-part drawer insert
 without handles, with soft pull
4/ 3-part drawer insert 
 with handles and soft pull
5/ 6-part drawer insert 
 with handles and soft pull

6/ 3-part floating drawers with handles and soft pull
7/ T-divider, consisting of 1 middle side,  
 1 clothes rail and 4 shelves
8/ T-divider with 8 shelves
9/ Tie rack
10/ Clothes hook for shelves
11/ Pull-out trouser rack, narrow

12/ Pull-out trouser rack, wide

13/ Jewellery tray, soft stop
14/ Jewellery drawer, soft stop with 
 protective glass panel
15/ Clothes lift (max. load 10 kg)
16/ Pull-out laundry baskets
17/ Fold-out interior mirror
18/ Illuminated glass shelf 
19/ LED light strip for interior wardrobe lighting 

20/ Drawer insert with 2 drw. and high frame, 
 with soft pull as standard.
21/  Basic set with 1 drawer low or high, with 1 cover  

panel, soft pull as standard. Only for revolving  
door wardrobes

22/  Extension set with 2 drawer low or high, with soft  
pull as standard. Only for revolving door wardrobes

23/ Blending material (not shown)
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1/PESARO

2/ROME

COMPACT INFO ABOUT REVOLVING DOOR WARDROBES WARDROBE SYSTEM RANGE

THE SONATE 
REVOLVING DOOR 
WARDROBE RANGE

FRONT DESIGNS

PESARO ROME

SIZES OF BASIC AND EXTENSION UNITS DEPTH 63 CM, IN CM
1-door 2-door

WIDTH 40 50 80 100

HEIGHT
222 222 222 222

240 240 240 240

ADDITIONALLY FOR GLASS MIDDLE BANDS PESARO

alpine white 
glass matt

pearl grey 
glass matt

sand glass
matt

sapphire 
glass matt

volcanic 
glass matt

crystal mirror
satin-finished

grey mirror
satin-finished

BASIC AND EXTENSION UNITS
HANDLE RAILS AND 
DECORATIVE STRIPS

aluminium- 
coloured

chrome- 
coloured

black matt

FRONT GLASS PANELS AND MIRRORS

alpine white 
glass

pearl grey 
glass

sand glass sapphire glass volcanic glass crystal mirror grey mirror

Available exclusively for 
ROME design

1-door
W 50 cm

2-door
W 80 cm

2-door
W 100 cm

1-door with
3 drw., B 50 cm

2-door with
3 drw., B 100 cm

For exact sizes, please see the price list.

The body depth offset panel ensures that revolving door and 
hinged door wardrobes fit together perfectly.

with three drawers

BODY DECORS

white volcanopearl grey Sand sapphire oak grey

1-door
W 40 cm

 REVOLVING DOOR WARDROBES WARDROBE SYSTEM RANGE

Leaves room for the imagination.

The SONATE wardrobe system range 
offers an attractive selection of revolving 
door wardrobes for you. The wardrobe 
concept allows you to individually combine 
revolving door elements with hinged  
door wardrobes.

YOUR PERSONAL STYLE

2/ ROME
SONATE revolving door wardrobe  
elements ROME, body decor grey,  
front alpine white glass / crystal  
mirror, handle rails and decorative  
strips black matt.
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PESARO

SONATE revolving door wardrobes are available in two front versions.  
Six different decors and five attractive glass and two mirror types are  
available for the wardrobe design. All SONATE hinged door wardrobes  
are of course also manufactured in Germany. Our quality promise is  
reflected in our 5-year warranty.*
                                                                                      *see more on page 44/45

Attractive wardrobe design.

REVOLVING DOOR WARDROBES WARDROBE SYSTEM RANGE

Body decor oak grey, front alpine white 
glass/ crystal mirror, handle rails and 
decorative strips black matt, with LED 
lighting Darkline.

ROME

Body decor pearl grey, front pearl grey  
glass, middle band pearl grey glass matt, 
handle rails and decorative strips black  
matt, with LED lighting Swingline.
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It’s  
all about the  
inner values.

All SONATE wardrobes are equipped  
with the welcoming, high-quality interior 
design Texline. Extensive range of optional 
accessories, including practical internal 
dividers and drawer inserts or pull-out 
trouser racks help you design your revolving 
door wardrobe just the way you like it.SONATE also offers fascinating design possibilities  

inside the wardrobe. The large selection of sets is bound  
to include your preferred system of organisation. 

 REVOLVING DOOR WARDROBES WARDROBE SYSTEM RANGE

Shoes, jumpers and jeans also need a home, one that’s well-
thought-out. You will be amazed at how much storage space 
there is when every last corner is made use of. Our wardrobes 
also impress with their sophisticated interior design.  

Apart from having a lot of storage space, the perfect wardrobe 
also offers plenty of organisational options. You will never need 
to search for your favourite piece of clothing again.

Interior dividers revolving door wardrobes

Accessories decor Texline 
for revolving door wardrobes.
WELL-THOUGHT-OUT FURNISHINGS

The drawers for the basic and extension units can be adjusted 
to any height. They come with soft pull as standard. For more 
accessories, go to pages 18/19.

Basic set with 1 drawer low and  
1 cover panel

Extension set with 2 drawers low Basic set with 1 drawer high  
and 1 cover panel

Extension set with 2 drawers high

DRAWERS FOR REVOLVING DOOR WARDROBES
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A good night’s sleep above all needs the right bed. Selected materials,  
matching frames and feet as well as colourful decor versions ensure comfort  
and give free rein to your creativity. Bring a special sense of well-being  
into your bedroom! 

SONATE 
THE SYSTEM 
BED RANGE

Bed frame angular decor pearl grey in luxury height  
with feet angular and strip decor black matt, wooden head- 
board decor pearl grey, bedside table body decor pearl grey, 
front pearl grey glass with handles black matt.
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FOR A  
GREAT START  
TO THE DAY

4/BED WITH UPHOLSTERED HEADBOARD

1/BED IN COMFORTABLE HEIGHT

4/
Bed in luxury height, bed frame round, decor pearl grey 
with feet round and strip decor black matt, upholstered 
headboard fabric lava, bedside table body decor pearl 
grey, front pearl grey glass with handle rails black matt.

2/BED IN LUXURY HEIGHT

SONATE beds are comfortable gems in  
your bedroom. The bed frame designs 
in luxury height or comfortable height 
means you get up, feel great and have  
a good start to the day. Bed widths can  
be configured individually. The following 
options are also available: wooden 

headboards in six decors and upholste- 
red headboards in four fabrics and a 
bed frame round or angular, with feet 
round or angular, with strip in luxury 
height. Combine in any way you like 
– harmoniously tone-in-tone or with 
exciting colour contrasts.

COMFORTABLE GEMS

The bed system  
range generation.

BED SYSTEM RANGE

3/BED WITH WOODEN 
HEADBOARD
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BED IN
COMFORTABLE HEIGHT

BED IN
LUXURY HEIGHT

 BED SYSTEM RANGE

Bed frame angular decor oak grey in 
comfortable height with feet angular and 
wooden headboard decor oak grey, bed- 
side table body decor oak grey, front volcanic 
glass with handles black matt.

Bed frame angular decor oak grey in luxury height 
with feet angular and strip decor black matt, 
upholstered headboard fabric pearl grey, bedside 
table body decor oak grey, front pearl grey glass 
with handles black matt.

Lay down and get 
up in comfort.

52.5 cm
Luxury height45.5 cm

Comfortable height

The most common height is the comfortable 
height of 45.5 cm.

Beds in luxury height have a frame that  
is 7 cm higher than the comfortable height.

In the luxury height, feet and strip can be colour-coordinated or 
contrast with the decor of the bed frame. The strip is always the 
same colour as the foot.

COMBINATIONS
SONATE beds come in two heights – comfortable height 
and generous luxury height, adjustable to body size and 
individual needs.
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1/

 BED SYSTEM RANGE

BEDS WITH
WOODEN HEADBOARD

Bed frame angular decor pearl grey in luxury 
height with feet angular and strip decor black 
matt, wooden headboard decor pearl grey, 
bedside table body decor pearl grey, front pearl 
grey glass with handles black matt.

Sleep well naturally. 
2/ 
Bed frame angular decor oak grey in comfortable 
height with wooden headboard decor oak grey. 

OPTION
A headboard panel at the side can be optionally 
used in all headboard decors and rounds off the 
bed design in a contrasting or harmonious way.

The wooden headboard is available in  
all SONATE decors: 

white

volcano

sand

black matt only for 
feet + strip

pearl grey

oak greysapphire

RANGE

The wooden headboard consists of three wrapped elements 
which together create a high-grade curved look. Can be 
harmoniously coordinated with the front of the wardrobe.
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UPHOLSTERED HEADBOARD
BEDS WITH

1/For an exceptional 
lying sensation.
Here everything matches and goes with  
you and your style. The upholstered head- 
board rounded at the front features vertical 
double ornamental seams. The coarse  
weave pattern in four modern fabric colours 
gives you a feeling of security and cosiness. 

2/ 
Bed frame angular 

Decor sand in 
comfortable height  

with upholstered  
headboard Fabric  

basalt.

Whether harmonious with the SONATE wardrobe or in 
a mix of styles – the individually coordinated upholstery 
fabric truly comes into its own here.

FLEXIBLE DESIGN

Bed frame angular decor volcano in  
luxury height with feet round and strip  
decor volcano, upholstered headboard  
fabric lava, bedside table body decor  
volcano, Front volcanic glass with hand- 
les black matt, bed lighting Omega.

Fabric  
white

Fabric 
pearl grey

Fabric  
lava

Fabric 
basalt
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COMPACT INFO BED SYSTEM RANGE

COMFORTABLE HEIGHT 45.5 CM BED FRAME AND WOODEN HEADBOARD DECORSLUXURY HEIGHT 52.5 CM SIZES IN CM

sand sapphire

Example illustration: Bed frame and 
feet angular with wooden headboard 

Example illustration: Bed frame and 
Feet round with upholstered headboard

Feet in all decors and 
bed frame independently 
selectable and black matt

volcano oak grey black mattwhite pearl grey

HEADBOARD VERSIONS

Wooden headboard upholstered headboard

BED FRAME ANGULAR

Comfortable heightLuxury height Luxury height

BED FRAME ROUND

FOOT ROUND FOOT ANGULAR STRIP

Comfortable height Comfortable heightLuxury height Luxury height only for luxury 
height

The strip is always 
the same colour 
as the foot.

HEADBOARD PANEL FOR WOODEN HEADBOARD

Optional: Headboard panel 
as side cover in all decors 
and bed frames can be 
chosen independently

Comfortable height

52.5 cm
Luxury height45.5 cm

Comfortable 
height

WIDTH 140 160 180 200

LENGTH 200 200 200 200

HEIGHT
Comfortable height 45.5 cm

Luxury height 52.5 cm

BEDSIDE TABLES IN CM

UPHOLSTERED HEADBOARD FABRICS

fabric pearl 
grey

fabric lava fabric basaltfabric white

Handles or handle rails available  
aluminium-coloured, chrome- 
coloured or in black matt. 
Sliders are shipped in black (height 
adjustable). Soft pull as standard, 
optionally also available with full 
pull-out. 

Optional: Glass panels selectable, 
see p. 42

Console 3 drw.
W 58 cm, H 52.5 cm, D 40 cm 

Console 2 drw.
W 58 cm, H 45.5 cm, D 40 cm 

BED LIGHTING OPTIONAL

CONO
black and white

OMEGA
aluminium-coloured and 
chrome-coloured

Optional full pull-out and 
soft pull as standard

TUBE
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The beautiful details that make a bedroom complete: Bedside tables  
and sideboards add to the charm of your living style – and of course 
everything stays nice and tidy.

Sideboard with 4 drawers Body decor pearl grey, 
front pearl grey glass with handle rails black matt 
and metal frame black matt.

SONATE 
THE SIDE  
FURNITURE 
SYSTEM  
RANGE
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SIDE FURNITURE SYSTEM RANGE

BIG & SMALL ALL-ROUNDERS

The SONATE system side furniture range 
includes high-quality bedside tables, sideboards 
with doors and drawers or a combination 
of both in many different designs and sizes. 
The large range of products is certain to 
include the right design for you. 

Large sideboards with 3 drawers, wide, 
body pearl grey, front pearl grey glass with 
handle rails black matt and metal frame 
black matt.

SONATE SIDE FURNITURE
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COMPACT INFO SIDE FURNITURE SYSTEM RANGE

XL large 
sideboard
with 4 drw.
W: 160 cm
H: 77 cm

XL combo
sideboard
2 doors 
left + 4 drw.
W: 160 cm
H: 77 cm

XL combo
sideboard
2 doors 
right + 4 drw.
W: 160 cm
H: 77 cm

XL large 
sideboard
with 5 drw.
W: 160 cm
H: 96 cm

XL large 
sideboard
with 6 drw.
W: 160 cm
H: 114 cm

XL combo 
sideboard
2 doors
left + 3 drw. 
W: 160 cm
H: 77 cm

XL combo 
sideboard
2 doors
right + 3 drw. 
W: 160 cm
H: 77 cm

Sideboard 
with drawers
with 4 drw.
W: 80 cm
H: 77 cm

Sideboard 
with drawers
with 5 drw.
W: 80 cm
H: 96 cm

Sideboard 
with drawers
with 6 drw.
W: 80 cm
H: 114 cm

Sideboard 
with drawers
with 3 drw.
W: 80 cm
H: 77 cm

Sideboard  
with drawers
with 3 + 3 drw.
W: 80 cm
H: 96 cm

Door  
sideboard 
with 1 drw.
W: 80 cm
H: 96 cm

Door  
sideboard 
with 2 drw.
W: 80 cm
H: 114 cm

Large
sideboard
with 4 drw.
W: 120 cm
H: 77 cm

Lage 
sideboard
with 3 drw.
W: 120 cm
H: 77 cm

Combination
sideboard
with 4 drw.
W: 80 cm
H: 77 cm

Combo 
sideboard 
wide, 1 door
right, 4 drw.
W: 120 cm
H: 77 cm

Combo 
sideboard 
wide, 1 door
left, 4 drw.
W: 120 cm
H: 77 cm

Combination
Sideboard 
wide, 1 door
left, 3 drw.
W: 120 cm
H: 77 cm

Combination
sideboard 
wide, 1 door 
right, 3 drw.
W: 120 cm
H: 77 cm

Combo 
sideboard
wide, 2 doors, 
4 drw.
W: 120 cm
H: 77 cm

Fully glazed
Body decor 
Freely selectable

FRONT GLASS PANELS & GLASS PANELBODY AND PANEL DECORSSONATE DESIGNS SIZES 
SIDEBOARDS depth 40 cm, in cm

WIDTH 80 120 160

77 77 77

96 96

114 114

HEIGHT 
WITH  

SLIDERS

alpine white 
glass

pearl grey 
glass

sand glass

sapphire glass Volcanic glass

pearl grey sand

volcanosapphire oak grey

white

Please see the price list for the exact heights of side 
furniture with metal frame.

For SONATE sideboards in the widths 
58, 80 and 120 cm optional elegant 
metal frames are available in the height 
16.5 cm. Sideboards with a width of  
160 cm come with two metal frames 
with a width of 80 cm.

METAL FRAME OPTIONAL

black matt, height 16.5 cmchrome-coloured, height 16.5 cm

FRONT MIRROR

Grey mirrorCrystal mirror

SIDEBOARDS
HANDLE RAILS 
& HANDLES

SLIDERS 
CONSOLE

aluminium- 
coloured

chrome- 
coloured

black matt handle rails handles aluminium- 
coloured

chrome- 
coloured

black mattblack

OPTIONAL
SONATE bedside tables 
come with height-
adjustable sliders in  
black or, for a width of  
58 cm, with an optional 
metal frame in chrome  
or matt black with 
a height of 16.5 cm.

BEDSIDE TABLES

Console 3 drw.
W 58 cm
H 52.5 / 67 cm 
D 40 cm

Console 3 drw.
W 58 cm
H 62.5 / 77 cm
D 40 cm

Console 2 drw.
W 58 cm
H 45.5 / 60 cm
D 40 cm

Console  
3 drw.
W 40 cm
H 58 cm
D 40 cm

Optional full pull-out and 
soft pull as standard

ITʼS THE LITTLE THINGS THAT 
MAKE THE DIFFERENCE

Optional full pull-out and soft pull as standard for SONATE  
side furniture

Drawer partition

SONATE side furniture optionally come shipped with 
aluminium-coloured, chrome-coloured or black matt handles

SONATE side furniture optionally comes shipped with 
aluminium-coloured, chrome-coloured or black matt handle rails

SIDE FURNITURE SYSTEM RANGE

SONATE side furniture.

Our SONATE door sideboard is also available with drawers  
above the doors. The SONATE combo sideboards combine  
both elements, doors and drawers, side by side. In the form of  
the SONATE XL combo sideboard for example: with a width  
of 160 cm, this sideboard offers plenty of storage space for  

a variety of uses. The combo sideboards of course also come in 
smaller versions. All side furniture with drawers are available 
with smart additional features for ease of use. Optionally you  
can get drawer partitions for storing smaller items.

SIDE FURNITURE HIGHLIGHTS
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We are aware of our surroundings and the environment. 
Judicious use of resources and acting with care while 
always keeping an eye on quality – that’s our company 
motto, and Made in Germany is our seal of quality. 
And we have been doing this for 370 years.

WE CREATE 
LASTING  
VALUES:

WE FOCUS 
ON QUALITY:

Our success is based on 
high product quality and  
high assembly standards.

WE  
GET TESTED:

WE GET  
OURSELVES 
AUDITED:

WE 
GUARANTEE 
QUALITY:

OUR  
PRODUCTION  
IS CLIMATE- 
NEUTRAL:

WE OFFER  
RELIABILITY:

WE PRACTICE 
SUSTAINABILITY

SUSTAINABILITY

Our furniture is is made to last – its  
long service life contributes to the  
conservation of resources!

Our furniture is tested by independent  
experts for compliance with all guideline 
values for harmful substances!

The Golden M guarantees the  
quality and longevity of our  
furniture and that it is not harmful 
to health! 

We give first-time customers 
5 years warranty on material 
and surfaces, functionality and 
professional workmanship!

We are a certified climate- 
neutral furniture manufac- 
turer and a member of  
the in the Climate Pact for  
the Furniture Industry! 

We are committed to making continuous 
improvements to protect humans and  
the environment.
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WHERE YOUR 
PERSONAL STYLE  
IS AT HOME.

PLANBAR MIT

BEDROOM DIGITAL / FURNPLAN / MAGICMANUALS®

Visit us online. Explore the latest hinged and revolving door 
wardrobes, beds and occasional furniture from our extensive 
range from the comfort of your own home, or while out and 
about from your mobile or tablet. The page lists furniture 
shops near you where you can experience the STAUD bedroom 
furniture live. Let us show you the many possibilities to make 
your rooms even more beautiful with attractive furniture from 
our Made in Germany production.

DIGITAL BEDROOM

3D VISUALISATION TOOL: Your furniture dealer uses this 
professional software to visualise in 3D the design of your 
bedroom with furniture from the wardrobe system range 
SONATE. It’s very fast and great fun.

FURNPLAN

MAGICMANUALS®

Please assemble in a workmanlike fashion. Our new  
interactive Assembly Instructions will tell you how to do so:

www.staudmoebel.de
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All dimensions are approximate. Printing errors excepted, subject to model changes and colour discrepancies for illustrative or technical reasons.

MARTIN STAUD GMBH

Möbelwerk 
Martin-Staud-Str. 1
88348 Bad Saulgau
Germany 
Phone +49 7581 209-0 
Fax +49 7581 209-102 
www.staudmoebel.de 
info@staudmoebel.de


